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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X = (Q), 1 5 i g I and 1 2 j 5 s, be a matrix of indeterminates over 
a field k. Let r s s and t be a positive integer such that t s Y. Let P, denote the 
ideal generated bythe t by t minors of X in the polynomial ring k[XJ = k[q,]. 
There is the following question byHochster [4, (2.1)] : 
Is it true that Ptn = Pjn) for every positive integer n ? 
The case t = 1 is trivial. The case t = T = s - 1 is settled in[4, (2.2)]. But 
when 1 < t < T, it is not true by [I, Corollary, p. 2211 and [4, Theorem l.E]. 
Here we will show that his question has an affirmative answer in the rested case 
t = r. In order to do this we also introduce a class of generically perfect ideals, 
which generalizes theclass of defining ideals of the standard Schubert cones in 
[31- 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
We first give some notations. 
If p and q are integers with p 5 q, we denote by ( p, q) the set of integers m 
such that p 5 m 5 q and by A;,,,, the set of it element sequences of integers 
in (p, q). If A, B, C ,... are sequences in A?;,,,,  for every i E (1, n) we denote 
by a,, b, , ci ,... the ith elements of A, B, C ,... and by Aj , Bi , Ct ,... the sequences 
obtained from A, B, C ,... bydeleting the elements ai , b, , ci ,... respectively. 
Let Y = {ys; S is an Y element subset of (1, s)} be a set of (F) indeterminates 
over k[x]. Let A be an arbitrary sequence in A’;,,,, . We define yA to be zero 
if there is a repetition n A, and, if not, yA = (sgn Z-) ys , where S = (al ,..., a,} 
and 7~ is the unique permutation f(1, Y) such that a,,(,) < *.a < a,(,) . 
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LetBEA$,,CEAF<t,, and m E (1, r) arbitrary. We set 
r+1 
fc” = c (--l)i+‘yC,b& 
i=l 
r+1 
gmB = c (-l)i+l%nbiyBi 
i=l 
and denote the sets of all elements fcB and gmB by F and G, respectively. L t 
n E (1, s). We define 
xm = hzj; i E (1, n>>, 
Y,(n) = (yS; S n (1, n) has at least m elements}. 
Furthermore, if D is an arbitrary sequence inA;nl,n, , weset 
and denote by P,(n) the ideal of k[X] generated by all elements p,. Note that 
we define P,,(m) tobe the zero ideal of K[Xj. 
Let H = st ,..., s,+~ , t E (1, Y), be a strictly increasing sequence of non- 
negative integers with sr+l = s, and let ube an integer in(st ,s). We denote by 
I H,u = IH,U(X, Y)the ideal of k[X, Y] generated by the elements ofthe sets F, 
G -G(u), &+ds),..., X,(s), Yd4,..., Y&) and by Pt-dst), J’&+J. Let 
si = SUP(Si ) - 1) 
for every iE (t, Y + 1). Let 
6(U) = inf(iE (t, r+ 1); Si 2 U}. 
We set 
where ti s defined asfollows: in case t= 1 let 
and in case t2 2 let 
21 = sup(2, 6(U)} - 1, 
u = S(u), if st > t - 2, 
= S(u) - 1, if st 5 t - 2 and t 2 u, 
=u+ 1, otherwise. 
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Our main result isthe following 
THEOREM. With the above notations, the following statements hold: 
(9 WLJ = gH,u. 
(4 AK+ is a radical ideal. 
(iii) W, WH,, is a Cohen-Macaulay normal domain if u = So . 
Remark. If t = 1 then k[X, Y]/.I,,, is isomorph the coordinate ring of a 
standard Schubert cone and 
grf - .* ( ) : + 
qL]+&i. 
i=l 
Therefore, the statements inthis case already follow from [3, (3.1) and (3.10)]. 
Applications. (1) Let H = 0, s. Then I,,, is generated bythe elementsfCB 
and gmB. Let v denote the epimorphism k[X, Y] -+ gr, (k[x]) induced by the 
natural homomorphism k[X’j -+k[xJ/P,. and the maiping ya -PA , where 
A E 41,,, is arbitrary and PA denotes the image of p, in P,./Prz. The following 
relations 
r+1 
,r, (- 1 )i+lPC,biPB( 
r+1 
L (-v+lXmbiPBi 
= 
show that the elements fCB and gmB are contained in ker v. It follows that 
IH,O 2 ker q~. Noting that 
we can easily conclude that ker CJJ has an associated prime component of height (E). 
Thus, since by the above theorem I,,, is a prime ideal and 
ht(4v.o) ==g~,o = ; + 2 
( ) 
e + I> _ r2 + dy - 3) 
~+(r-l)+l =(F), 
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we have lH,a = ker y. Hencegr,r(k[Xj) g K[X, Y]/I,,, and we get he following 
result: 
COROLLARY 1. grpl(k[X]) is a Cohen-Macaulay normal domain. 
By [4, Theorem l.E], this corollary gives an affirmative answer to Hochster’s 
question i the case t= r. 
(2) Let k be the ring 2 of integers for amoment. Let I,,, be defined as
above in Z[X, Y]. From the above theorem we also get the following result by
[2, Proposition 201: 
COROLLARY 2. Ideals ofthe form IH,u ,IL = sgcu) , are (strongly) enerically 
perfect. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
If r == 1 there is nothing to prove. If r is arbitrary nds = r, the theorem 
follows from [2, Theorem 1 and Corollary 31. Hence we may assume that 
1 < r < s and by induction that he theorem holds for all ideals IH,,,(X’, Y’) 
defined asin Section 2 with reference to any r’ by s’ matrix X’ of indeterminates 
over kand any set Y’ of (:I) indeterminates over k[X’] such that r’ 5 s’, r’ 5 T, 
and s’ < s, where H’ = s;, ..., s)T.+r , t’E(1, r’), is a strictly increasing sequence 
of nonnegative ntegers with si,+r = s’ and u’ E (s;, , s’). 
Let W denote the set of all pairs (H, u) defined asin Section 2 with reference 
to r and s. We partially order Was follows: If (H’, u’) and (H”, u”) are two pairs 
in W with H’ = si, ..., s:,r and H” = s;” ,..., s:+r , then (H’, u’) < (H”, u”) 
if t’ > t” or if t’ = t”, s; 5 s: for every iE (t’, s) and u’ 5 u”. After that, we 
may further make the hypothesis that he theorem holds for all ideals IK,v with 
(K, V) E W and (H, u) $ (K, v). 
Let u < sgcU) . If t = 1 and 6(u) = 2, then I,,, = l,,,z and the statements 
follow from the hypothesis on IH,s, and from the fact hat g,,,t = g,,, .If 
t > 1 or if t = 1 and 6(u) > 2, we begin the proof with some auxiliary con- 
siderations: 
If je(1, sat,)) and AEA;~,,, such that {a, ..., a,} n (1, u) has at least 
S(u) - 1 elements, then xtai EX,(u) or yfsai E YBu,)(sgu,~) for every iE (1, r). 
Since 
we have 
jpA - i (-l)ixt, y.4.A , XtjYA = gt 
i=l 
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Moreover, when t + 1 = 6(u), the relation 
t-1 
XtipD = PD.9 - 1 (-l)e+iXtdiPD& F 
i=l 
where D E At-’ <l,U) , shows that 
&(%b,) pt-104 c(Pt(st+A m4). 
Note that S(U) 1 t + 1 and let K = st ,..., s&)-a, u, s8cU) ,..., s, , . From the 
above inclusion we conclude that 
(4 I H.s8(,)ku c IHsU ’ 
By the hypothesis at the beginning wealso know that 
(b) IH.Sli(“) is a prime ideal of height gH,s8(U1 , 
(4 IK.U is a prime ideal of height gK,, 
(d) (IH,, , xtzr+r) = lH,U+l is a radical ideal, 
(d (IK.zl , %+d = IK,U+I ism ideal of height gK.u+l . 
From (a), (b) and (c) it is now easy to see that 
(9 (1H.u)1’2 = lH.Sg(,) n IK.zl , 
and then ht(I,,,) = gH,r because 
&YH,u = gK.u 2 if st < t - 2 and u < t, 
= gH,S8,,, ) otherwise. 
(We omit the computation for all relations with gH,U, gK,, gH,S6(uJ ,... which 
occurs here and below.) 
From (d) it follows that (IH,U)1/2 r (lH,U , %+r). Consequently, 
(g) (IH,E1)1’2 = Ii3.u+ %+lKhI.u>l’a : %+11.
Note that a~,,, E IH,s8tu, andthat Xtu+r is not a zero divisor nIx,,, because (c), 
(e), and gK,u+l = gK& + 1. We have 
%+,[(&,u)~‘~ : %+l] = %u+dKK.u L &f.u 
by using (a) and (f). H ence we can conclude from (g) that (lH,U)l/a = IH,U ,
which completes the proof or the case u < s&(u) . 
Now let u = s&) . We distinguish two subcases: 
(1) s, = S - 1. 
Let X’ denote the matrix obtained from X be deleting the rth row and the 
tih column. Let Y’ = (yS E Y; s E S}, whose elements ySare now indexed by 
the subsets S\(s) of (1, s- 1). In k[X’, Y’] we construct theideal I,*,,,* with 
H’ = st ,..., s, and u’ = inf{u, s - I}. Then IHsu is generated by the elements of
481/58/Z-9 
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I H’,r’ , X,(s - l), YJs - l), and by the elements x,, ..., xt+rs and, eventually, 
xts .Thus, 4X YllL,, is isomorph a polynomial ring of K[X’, Y’]/~,R,,, and 
(h) WmJ = W4r.u~) + (” ; ‘) + s + y - t, if u = s, 
= ht(IH’,u’) + (”; ‘) + s + Y - t - 1, if 24 < s. 
But by the inductive assumption, k[X’, Y’]/I,,,,, is a Cohen-Macaulay normal 
domain with /~t(1~,,~,) = g,?,,’  so is K[X, Y]/lH,U and it can be checked from (h) 
that At(lx,J = g,,, as required. 
(2) s,<s-I. 
We first examine the behaviour ofI,,, in K[X, Y, y;‘], where A is an arbitrary 
sequence ofA:,,,, such that yA # 0 andy, $ Y,(s,) u .** U Y,(s,.). Without loss 
of generality we may assume that ya E Yr(s - 1). Let 
FA = {fg” EF; C E A;;;,} 
GA = {gk” EG; m E (1, r)}. 
Let X” denote the matrix obtained from X by deleting the sth column and 
Y” = {ys E Y, S 2 <l, s- 1)). In K[X”, Y”] we construct theideal IHe,u” with 
H” = St ,...) s, ,s - 1 and U” = inf(u, s - 1). We shall see that in K[X, Y, y;‘] 
(k) (L.u) = PA 2 GA ,lv,u*). 
Indeed, if x,, E X,(u) u X,+,(s) U ... U X,(s) then x,,yA E(g$“, Xt(u”), 
X,+,(s - I),..., X,.(s - I)), and if yc,s EY,(s,) u ... u Y,.(s,) then yc,syA E
(f>” Y&t) n Y”,..., Y,.(s,) n Y”). Thus by considering thedefinitions f 
I H.~ and IH-.~- y it certainly suffices for(k) to show that 
YA~(F, G) S (FA j GA ,XV.~-> 
and, when t = Y, 
YAP&S) E (FA , GA , IH”,~*)- 
But the first inclusion ca be deduced from the following relations: 
YAf 2” =yDf:*+ i (--l)iy,,,,f;; - i (+U&Aif;*D, 
i=l i=l 
s.D = 2 (-l)i+“x,,,fs;:’ +yD&* YAgm 
i=l 
- i$ (--l)i%.A,g;‘D, 
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where B E A{:,18, , C EA& , D E A$,,-,,  EE A{$,, , and m E (1, r), and 
the second inclusion f llows from the relation 
YAPS.F = 
where FE A&,, and 
So (k) is proved. Furthermore, taking the representation of theelements ofFA 
and GA into account, we can see that K[X, Y, yAl]/(FA , G  , IH”,~e) is isomorph 
a polynomial ring of k[X’, Y’, y,‘]/(IH-,,fl) in r indeterminates. Thu ,from (k) 
and the inductive assumption on IHe,u” , weconclude that K[X’, Y, y;;‘]/(lH,,) 
is a normal domain and 
Now let yA vary in the set Y\(Y,(s,) u ... u Y,.(s,)). Then it is easy to see that 
(IH J1j2 only has an associated prime ideal which does not contain (Y, IH,J and 
that he height of this prime ideal is g,,, because gHsU = gHs,U- + (“;‘). Let 
K’ = St )...) s,-1 ) s- 1,s. Wehave(Y,I )I1 31 H.u - K’.u = H.u * By the hypothesis 
at the beginning weknow that IK,,, is a prime ideal of height g,,,, . Further- 
more, since (Y, IH,J is a sort of determinantal ideals, we can use [2, Theorem l] 
to establish theinequality 
ht( y, b,u) 2 ( f ) + + - t, - t + 1 + St + u 2 g,‘,, + 1. 
Thus, IKt,, must be properly contained in (Y, IHH,J and (Y, I,,J, therefore, 
can not be contained in any associated prime ideal of (IH,J1/2. Hence (1H,U)1/2 is 
a prime ideal nd we have ht(l,,,) = g,,, .It remains toshow that K[X, yl/IH,, 
is a Cohen-Macaulay normal reduced ring. Note that K[X, Y, yil]/(IN,J 
satisfies th  Serre condition (a,) and that ht(Y, IH,,) 2 g,‘,, + 1 2 gH,U + 2. 
We can also show by varying yAin Y\(Y,(s,) U *** U Yr(sr)) that k[X, Y]/1,,, 
satisfies (R,). Thus, by the Serre criterion of normality, heproof for this ubcase 
will then be completed ifwe know that K[X, Y]/l;l,U is a Cohen-Macaulay 
reduced ring or that I’,U is a perfect radical ideal. 
If t = 1 and u = s, this follows from [3, (3.1)] bythe remark in Section 2.
If t = 1 and u = s, , then IH,u = IHsst and there is nothing to prove because 
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I H,s, is already a perfect prime ideal by the hypothesis at the beginning. Hence 
we may assume that > 1 or t = 1 and s, < u < s. Let 
x = +x11 , if u=s, 
=X tu+1 3 if u < s. 
Let K” denote the sequence inf{sup{o, st - I}, l}, sup{st , I}, s,,, ,.,., $,+r , if 
t 2 2. Then 
(IH,U 3 4 = IK”,U , if u=s 
= I H.ffl+l 9 if u < s. 
By the hypothesis at the beginning we know that IK-,l and IHvufl are radical 
ideals ofheights g,~,, and gH,U+l , respectively. Therefore, (IHsr , x) is a radical 
ideal nd it can be easily checked that kt(l,,,  x)= g,,, + 1. Hence (IH,Jrls E 
VH.U 9 x) and x is not a zero divisor on (IH,J1la. From this we get 
(IH.tp = I,,, + x[(IH.uy2 : xl = 4f.u + %.u)1’2, 
and the fact hat (I,,,)lla = IHer then follows from the homogeneous form of 
Nakayama’s lemma. To see that I,,, is a perfect ideal, weonly need to show that 
(I,,, 3 x) is a perfect ideal. Ifu = s or if u < s and u + 1 = ss(,+i) , this is 
known by the hypothesis on I,-,, or IH,u+l . If u < s and u + 1 < ss(,+i) , we
can first how as in the case u < So that 
where K is now the sequence st ,..., ~~(~+~)-a , u + 1, ~(~+r) ,..., sr+r . By the 
hypothesis at the beginning wealso know that IH,sgC,+,j  I,,,,, and (IH,Sd(U+lj , 
Z K-u+1 = rK.~8(u+l) are perfect Ideals ofheights gH,SdCy+lj , gK.u+l and gK.sd,u+lj 9 
respectively. Thus,since 
k?H .wu+l) = gK.u+l = gK,sgt,+,, - l, 
it follows from [2, Proposition 181that (IH,U , x) is a perfect ideal, asrequired. 
The proof of the theorem is now completed. 
Remurk. Applying the theory of normal flatness thepaper [5] also yields that 
Pt* = Pjn) for t= Y = s - 1. Furthermore, it provides that Ptn with 1< t < r 
is not primary for all 7t > 1. 
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